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Beirut fighting grows
BEIRUT.
Lebanon
(AP) -- Moslem-Christian
warfare
intensified yesterday, leaving at least
*>1 persons killed and 188 wounded in
the last 72 hours.
Snipers again took up positions in
the Mour Towei. Beirut's tallest
building, putting all the luxury hotels
in their gun sights.
ANGRY politicians walked out of a
meeting of Lebanon's National
Reconciliation
Committee
when
President Suleiman Franjieh and
Interior Minister Camille Oianuum
failed to show up. Mortars thudded
nearby.
A weary Premier Rashid Karami
said he had done what he could but
"one hand cannot clap alone." He

hinted he might resign unless the
private armies of Christians and
Moslems end their eight-month-old
civil war.
Moslems aided by Palestinian
guerrUlas are demanding reform of the
political system that concentrates
power in the hands of the 40 per cent
Christian minority, (hiistians insist
reforms can only come when state
authority is imposed over the
Palestinian refugee camps.
A SMALL strike force of Lebanese
security men and army troops has
given up attempts to inleivene
between
the
miring factions.
confining itself to guarding a small
"safe /one", one seaside residential
area and the Manna shopping district.

Chinese criticize
Russian detente
TOKYO (API- China, indicating
< the line it will take when Ptesideiu
Ford visits Peking next week, said
yesterday that detente in Kremlin
terms means "others should hand ovei
to the Soviet social-impciialists what
they demand."
Chinese officllls lectured Secretary
of State Henrv Kissinger on what thev
see as the dangers of detente with
Moscow when ho visited Peking
recently to prepare loi Ford's trip.

Vote stands
after recount

■

Results ol yesterday's mayoral and
watd two council recounts revealed no
major changes in original election
returns.
Mayor-elect
Alvin
Perkins,
Democrat, lost two votes fioni the
Nov. 4 tall). Perkins had '..'55 volet
originally and 2.35.? alter the recount
Out-going
Republican
Mayor
Charles Bartlell received '.-2.' voles
on election day.but added one vote in
the recount.
UNIVERSITY
student
Robert
Dickinson. Independent, junioi (id.)
fell from 184 to 18.' votes
In
the ward
two recount.
Republican Wendell Jones widened his
lead
over
Democrat
Wanetti
Rodehetfci. Me received 428 votes in
the recount and 424 votes oiiginally.
Wanetta Rodeheflei tallied 400
votes on election day and .'*'** in
yesterday's recount.

THE THEME was hit hard
yesterda) m .i commentary by the
official Hsinhiia news agency, which
said Soviet leaders are claiming smugly
thai the Soviet bloc's international
position has strengthened while the
U.S. position lias weakened.
"When the Soviet L'mon was
outdone by the United States ui
military strength, they said that peace
would be ensured only with equal
security for both sides Hence, the
Soviet Union is 'justified' in expanding

armaments.
"And now whe.i theii militaiy
sliength is close lo.or has exceeded in
some aspects, that o! the other
superpower, they feverishly advertise
that
only
when
they
possess
superiority can detente be preserved,"
Hsinhua said.
AMID Chinese concern over
thousands of Soviet troops arrayed
along their holder. Hsinhua said that
to Moscow, detente means "that the
Soviet stvial-impeiulists are free to
run amok all over the world with
impunity. It means that the West
should willingly provide them with
mone). technology and grain to
augment their capability in their quest
tor world domination."
Accoiding to the Soviet leaders'
"wishful" calculations, Hsinhua said,
detente will relax vigilance in the West,
the Soviet Union will gain an
overwhelming supremacy in aimed
forces, "the new c/ars will eventually
overcome its rival and lord it over the
world, Consequently, a 'lasting peace'
will be brought about."

Associated Press
photographer
Zuhair Saade saw one group of soldiers
lounging on a street corner and asked
them: "Ate you from the strike
force?"
"We are from the stricken force,"
one replied gloomily.
BY NIGHTFALL, heavy explosions
signaled an escalation of hostilities
with 120mm and 82 mm mortars,
shoulder-fired rockets and recoilless
rifle shells.
Fires burned out of control in the
central
business district around
Martyr's Square, where a police station
was caught in a cross fire between
Christians and Moslems. Policemen
inside spent the day on their bellies,
reporting that bullets were hitting the
building from every direction.
Machine-gun duels and rocket blasts
also erupted in the Kantari district
neai the downtown hotel district, the
scene of a majoi battle between
Christians and Moslems a month ago.
SUSTAINED
shooting
explosions grew loudei around
Associated Press office neai
Holiday Inn. stUI uniepaired from
month's rocket damage.

and
The
the
last

The frenzied scene above is from Sunday night's version of "Hello, Good Buy!",
WBGU-TV's first live auction program. The show will air through tonight, and
v wm m,
"
> bid for items starting at 6 p.m In calling 152 1561 Highest bidders
will be announced on the air. For further details, see page three. (Newjphoto by
Rob Yeager)

Housing problems aided
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Attention apartment dwellers: does
your garbage disposal stubbornly
remain silent when you turn it on? Is
your bathioom ovcirun with a strange
variety of eight-legged creatures?
If a person has these or other
problems concerning his housing, the
best thing to do is talk to the landlord.
said Robert Condit, director of
the University's Student
Housing
Association.
CONDIT explained that the Student
Housing Association is working with
the Student Consumer Union to solve
problems and give information about
housing on and off campus.

He said that when tenants arc not
satisfied with then landlord's service,
they should not brood. Instead, they
should contact their landlord and
discuss their problems immediately
Condit said it is for the tenant's
benefit to employ some public
relations in dealing with a landlord Ikadded that it is also wise for a tenant
to remain calm while discussing
problems.
"Try to approach the problem with
a positive manner." Condit said. "If
you call him (the landlord) and start
yelling about something, he's probably
going to yell light back."
IF TALKING to the landlord docs
not resolve any problems. Condit said
students can contact cither the

Moynihan to stay
ambassador to UN
UNITED
NATIONS.
NY.
(AP) - Daniel Patrick Moynihan, the
outspoken U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, received a declaration
of confidence
yesterday
from
President Gerald Ford and said he
would remain at his post.
Moynihan.
who
reportedly
threatened to resign because he felt he
had a lack of support, met with Ford
for 40 minutes in Washington and then
flew back to New York to announce
he wouldn't quit.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said Ford and Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger want Moynihan
to continue speaking out "candidly
and forcefully on major issues."
Nessen added that Ford "wants it
clearly understood that Ambassador
Moynihan
has
his
complete
confidence."
MOYNIHAN, a former Harvard
professor who has been U.N.
ambassador for only five months,
issued a statement in New York
saying:
"As President Ford's statement
makes clear, he and Secretary
Kissinger
expressed
their
full
confidence in the work of the mission
and the way we have been conducting
ourselves. They asked me to stay and
to continue what we have been doing.
On that basis, I have, of course,
agreed."
Before
Moynihan's
trip
to
Washington, U.N. sources said he
suspected that career diplomats in the

Weather
Looking like performers in a contemporary ballet, these Crim
Elementary School children play in the afternoon sun. These
children will have to find warmer coats in the coming weeks due
to the arrival of bitter cold weather. (Newsphoto by Don
Dobney)
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«
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Snow flurries likely today.
Highs in the upper 20s and low
30s. A chance of snow flurries
tonight and tomorrow. Lows
tonight in the upper teens and low
20s. Highs tomorrow in the upper
20s. Probability of precipitation
60 per cent today and 30 per cent
tonight.

state Department prompted British
Ambassador Ivor Richard to make a
speech critical of the American
delegate,

Student Consume! Union or the
housing association.
He explained that the complainant
tills out a form telling why he is
dissatisfied with his housing. A
caseworker then mails the foim to the
student's landlord, who is asked to
respond to the complaints.
"Mostly all the landlords return the
form to us," Condit said "I've been
very encouraged by llie response. I
think the landlords realize it is in then
best interest to go along with us and
cooperate."
Meetings between tenants and
landlords then are scheduled and the
problems usually are resolved, he
noted.
HOWEVER if the landlord does
nol reply to the first letter, a second
letter is sent by certified mail. "This
tells the landlord it's no fluke. He's gol
to sign for the letter, so he can't say he
never got it." he said.
If the letters are not enough to get
the landloid to at least explain why
unsatisfactory
conditions
exist,
caseworkers try to set up meetings
between landlord and tenant and act
as mediators. If this fails, the housing
association advises (he pctson.
"I don't see many cases go that
far." Condit said. "Ususally the only

ones that go that fat are ones involving
a lot of money, usually umcturned
deposits."
HE
SAID
that
since
the
Landlord-Tenant Act was passed last
November, it is illegal for a landlord to
keep a deposit on an apartment
without making an itemized list of
reasons why the money was tetained.
Condit said many persons do not
know
the
laws
concerning
landloid-tenaiit relations, but the
Housing Association will provide this
information to students.
Another result of the passage of the
Landlord-Tenant Act is that a tenant
can pay his lent to the city clerk of
court if he is not satisfied with his
living conditions. The money is held in
escrow accounts and is not given to
the landlord until changes are made.
Although the housing association is
not new, Condit said the group did not
accomplish very much in the past. One
of the association's goals is to create a
housing information center, he said.
"HOPEFULLY it will be open at
the beginning of next quarter," he
said. "It's going to be a lot of work.
We want to be able to tell people
about garbage pick-up and cable
television and othct things you don't
think about when you sign a lease."

SGA districting plan
runs short on time
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter

Student Government Association
(SGA) Elections and Opinions Board
announced that the proposal dividing
the University into 10 on-campus and
off-campus Student Senate districts
will not be completed in time for the
SGA elections Feb. 5.
'We are working on it (the
proposal) and we have the figures
(needed to prepare the senate districts)
but there is no way we can pull them
together in time," said board chairman
Kathleen Kearns.
A CONSTITUTIONAL amendment
recently adopted by Student Senate
requires SGA elections to be held the
fifth week of winter quarter. Since the
Elections and Opinions Board was not
organized until late this quarter, there
was not enough time for the board to
devise a districting plan and receive
official approval from Student Senate,
Kearns said.
Senate will be enlarged from eight
members to 13 even though the
districting proposal will not be
completed, said SGA Vice President
David Crowl.
Campaign rules probably will be
changed to allow officer and senate
candidates to campaign on the first
floor of the Union. Kearns said. She
explained that candidates must be able
to contact as many students as
possible since the districting proposal
fell through.

THE BOARD also tentatively
decided to expand the campaign
period to three weeks, Kearns said,
because it believes that the two weeks
of campaign lime allotcd to candidates
last year were inadequate.
Campaigning will begin Jan. 16.
Students running for SGA offices,
senate positions or one of the two
Union Activities Organization (UAO)
director-at-largc positions can register

as candidates at the beginning of
winter quarter in 405 Student Services
Bldg. Deadline for registration is 5
p.m. Jan. 13.
Kearns announced that an open
student meeting to discuss the
proposed
changes
in
election
piocedurcs befoic the board makes its
final decisions is set for 7:30 p.m. Dec.
2. The place of the meeting has not
been determined.

Inside the News
•This week's "Focus" feature
page looks at a person who wears
the symbol at left. That person is
Gail Munch, a policewoman who
works at an endeavor that is
associated more with men. News
photographer Lance Wynn Sells
the story of the woman with a
badge in both pictures and print
on page five.
•There was plenty of sports
action last weekend, and the
action- was a little disappointing
for the Falcon football squad The
gridders headed south and lost to
Texas-Arlington, 21-17. On the
hockey front, the BG icers were
impressive Friday night as they
dumped RPI, 10-3. But the tables
were turned the next evening as
RPI won an exciting 6-5 contest.
These stories are in the sports
section.
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dumping the scandal

eDITGRiaLS
districting abandoned
Student Government Association (SGA) election procedures were
to have been partially revamped this year, but will be virtually the
same as they always have been. The number of student senators to be
elected has been expanded from eight to 13. but the proposal for
campus senatorial districting has been abandoned for this year.
Dividing the campus into 10 voting districts would have been an
attempt

to

prevent

SGA

domination

by

any

particular

group

especially members of greek organizations All students would have
been given the chance to vote for qualified candidates from their
respective districts.
The proposal to partition the campus into voting districts based on
the number of students in each district originally was tabled to allow
the SGA Elections and Opinions Board to draw up plans for the
districting.
In the meantime, a proposal to elect officers the fifth week of
winter quarter,

with

campaigning beginning the second week of

winter, was approved and now is a part of the SGA constitution.
Holding elections early this year prevented the Elections and
Opinions Board from coming up with districting arrangements in
time for the plans to be approved by winter quarter. According to
Elections and Opinions Chairman Kathleen Kcarns, districting plans
could have been developed in time if elections this year were not

held so early.
Confusion and procrastination on the part of SGA officers has
plunged the valuable districting proposal into limbo for this year.
Whether or not districting would have boosted SGA interest and
involvement is impossible to determine but it was worth a try and
could

have

reorganized

and

alleviated

some

problems

of

SGA

representation.
Future SGA officers should not forget the value of a districting
plan

and

should

try

to incorporate it

into future SGA election

revision proposals.

WASHINGTON-Hardy
is a big
chunk of a blond man. The basic
beach boy build. And to a woman his
37 years might give his face just
enough wrinkles to overcome the
surfer's feckless symmetry.
Actually Hardy is an ex-Marine, a
husband, a father of four, a general
contractor in Camden, N.J., and on
this day he was telling Congressman
Otis Pike and his Select Committee on
Intelligence or the lack of it about
Hardy"s brief, miserable career as a
paid FBI snitch.
These days you can't walk in a door
in the Capitol without coming upon
somebody recounting to a raised row
of legislators some awful business of
official betrayal and ignominy.
In the competition for w/irst scandal
of the day. Hardy didn't make the
network air with his story about how
the FBI paid him to lead a bunch of
idealist ding-a-lings on a draft board
raid:
"I WAS NOT only encouraging the
group to raid the Camden draft board.

WASHINGTON - The campuses are

have been cleansed at last.
What possibly can be

left

J. F.
terHorst

#f

to

protest?
Caution suggests that we not rush to
judgment so quickly. All is not quiet
on the intellectual front. There is a
cloud on the hori/.on, small to be sure,
but shaped like a mushroom. We may
have more to fret about in 1976 than
politics as usual.
While the attention of the country
and the press was being diverted in
recent days over President Ford's staff
shake-up
and
the
presidential
candidacies of George Wallace and
Ronald Reagan, nearly 1,000 persons
from all over the land gathered at
Washington's Sheraton Park Hotel for
something called Critical Mass 75. It
was the second annual conclave ol a
growing citizens movement to stop
nuclear power development. Its guru is
Ralph Nader.
PSYCHOLOGICALLY
and
politically, it could become the most
powerful environmental lobby in the
nation. The embattled energy industry
and some members of Corgicss
already
have
begun to feel the
pressure, but there is scant evidence
that
Mr.
Ford's energy advisers,
absorbed
with
oil
pricing
and
decontrol legislation, yet sense the
threat the new movement poses to the
administration's
nuclcai
power
programs.
Not the least of the foils of Critical
Mass is to force the govenmeni to
abandon the Ford plan to have 200
nuclear power plants in operation by
1985.
For a nation whose economic and
industrial future rests almost totally
on the availability of low-cost sources
of energy in vast quantities, the loss of
nuclear power potential would be an
incalculable blow.
In one year's time, the Critical Mass
movement
has
demonstrated
its
coming of age. This year's sessions
bore all the earmarks of a political
convention, with delegates massed
under state signs for progress reports
on the weapon of die moment state
■by - state petition drives to force onto
the ballot a referendum initiative
prohibiting further
nuclear
plant
construction in each area. "Only
citizen activity can stop radioactivity."
the posters proclaimed.

Exhibits by anliniiclear groups and
the sessions on political tactics offered
ways to challenge local utility plans
for nuclear energy projects.
DELEGATES were urged to go to
the courts, to the ptess and to the
Republican and Democratic parlies
with their campaign. Most of the
delegates were college graduates in
their
twenties
and
thirties,
conservatives as well as liberals,
imbued with a zeal for environmental
protection that rivaled the antiwar zeal
of forme! days.
Industry
observers
at
the
convention were impressed with the
determination of the Critical Mass
members and their insistence that they
will use the political system to stop
nuclei] development and to push solar
power,
wind
power
and
coal
technology as far safer and cheaper
substitutes.
In his address to Critical Mass
dclcgeates. Nader urged antinuclcarists
to exploit the dissensions within the
energy industry, saying it is "tearing
itself
apart"
through
lawsuits,
competition for capital from private
lenders and for government contracts.
To gam public support. Nader urged
the delegates to use the Federal
Energy Administration's own figures
showing that
development of solar
energy and coal would provide more
jobs than nuclear plant construction.
Mr. Ford's fancy SUM) billion
energy development proposal is dead
in this Congress.
BECAUSE OF the environmentalist
pressures on lawmakers and sharp
criticism from the General Accounting
Office, the administration's plan to let
private enterprise move into the
uranium fuel enrichment business has
been stymied. Lack of working capital
has
forced
postponement
or
abandonment of a majority of the
nuclear plant projects envisioned by
the president's Project Independence.
Alarmed by the disarray within the
industry
and
government,
editor
Llewellyn King of the authoritative
•Weekly Energy Report" sees the
threat of the Critical Mass movement
as a warning that the US. "is quite

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
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the draft board building for them. I
taught them how to climb ladders
easily and walk on the edge of a roof
without falling. My neighbors began to
wonder why I had this crowd of
people climbing up the side of my
house and parading along the edge of
my roof every day. I began to feel like
the Pied Piper."
Elswhcre in the Capitol. Clarence
Kellcy. the head of the FBI, was
telling a row of senators that the
bombings are up almost as high as
food prices this year. And what's the
reason for it? More radicals or more
FBI agents?

this

DURING THAT time there has not
been one conviction of a party
member. There hasn't even been an
indictment. Millions dropped on this
bootless project. It's the police version
of buying welfare mothers mink coats
and putting them up at the Waldorf.
James Adams. Kelley's assistant
who does a lot of the testifying--the
chief couldn't possible make all the
hearings, told the Pike committee the
purpose was to gain intelligence, to
keep tabs on a group that likes to use
the word "revolution" in its literature.
But as the decades rolled by,
shouldn't it have occurred to a few of
those
flatfect
thai
they
were
surveilling talkers, not doers? Put a tap
and a tail on the Seventh Day
Adventists. They're in open conspiracy
with the Ultimate Superpower to bring
off the End of the World.
The very notion of intelligence is
fishy. Beyond George Bernard Shaw's
crack that intelligence comes in the
descending order of human, animal
and military, what would these spies
do on the rare and seldom occasion

I was initiating all the plans to do
so. . .1 provided them with constant
moral encouragement. I provided them
with the tools they needed, ladders,
ropes, drills, bits, hammers. I provided
them with food to sustain them during

The tales they tell in these hearing
rooms
of
government
murders,
burglaries
and
porno
pix
arc
incontcstably icky. but we need those

the course of the preparation. All of
this was paid for by the FBI. . .
"I taught them how to open file
cabinets without a key. I rented trucks
for them. 1 obtained a door plan of

pictures
of
naked
rabble-rousers
making love to each other to justify

of value?
Apparently with the FBI. when it
finds a group plotting to commit a
Crime, the Bureau helps them do it.

this
enormous
Works
Project
Administration fWPA) proiect
for
cops. Blue welfare. Head Start for

AS FOR THE military. . a witness
before one of the committees has

gumshoes,
why
else
the
FBI's
fascination with the Socialist Workers
Party?
The

mass sees trouble
said to be quiet now. Vietnam.
Watergate and Nixon arc behind us.
Once the dirty linen of the CIA and
FBI have been publicly laundered, say
the optimists, the nation's soul will

harassing
and
infiltrating
minuscule sect for 30 years.

Bureau

has been spying on.

they did happen on a bona fide secret

testified that some people in the CIA
knew that the generals and the
politicians
were
grievously
underestimating
the
North

Vietnamese, but now one would pay

attention.
So the Tet offensive came, and we
got a surprise. It's Cassandra's curse.
Those who can truly foretell the^
future must pay the price of being
ignored.
It
is
pitiable
to
watch
the
representatives of the spook agencies
try to defend themselves in the
hearings. They plead that they did it
because they had no guidelines, that it
was up to Congress or the White House
to" place limits on them, but their
words only get them superior looks of
scorn, and the poor dumb bunnies arc
right.
We egged the FBI and the NSA and
the CIA and the local Red Squad on.
We demanded that they do it. and
many of us in Congress and in the
media knew what sort of abuses were
taking place.
We had to know because the victims
repeatedly came to us and told us. We
knew, we knew, but now we're going
to dump the scandal off on the
coppers.
Better that all of us who have
known these things for years and
stood aside and kept silent, belter that
we ai last stand up in public like
Hardy did and make out apology as he
did his
"I am not
informant. I
happened as
informant. I
by coming
some
of

proud that I was an FBI
am not proud of what
a result of my being an
only hope and pray that
here today. I can right
the
wrong
that
was

committed."
Copyright. 1975. Pic Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

capable of voting itself out of the
nuclear club as far as power generation
is concerned."
King is telling his industry audience
that it's no longer important whether
private or public power dominates the
energy scene. "What is important is
that the country, starved of energy.
does not slide into chaos."
If nuclear energy is to be part of the
solution and not part of the problem,
industry and government will have to
mount
an
all-out
effort
to
convincingly allay public concern over
plant
safety
and
nuclear
waste
disposal.
That, not a blind fury over atom
splitting, fuels environmentalists like
Critical Mass members as they prepare
to take their campaign into the 1*176
elections.
Copyright.
Syndicate

1975.
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'A WAR! THAT'S WHAT THE IMMORAL AMERICAN PEOPLE NEED.' GIVE 'EM BACK A SENSE OF
RJRRDSE! I'LL COME BKX AND LEAD THEM! THEY LOVE ME...ARGLE BARGLE DRIBBLE BURBLE...'

Lerrers
-TurhanWynnNo.139-685
P.O. Box 57
Marion.Ohio 53302

for your

-Steven Anderson No.142-531
P.O. Box 60
London. Ohio 43140

-Fred Springer No. 138-538

information

-James McKenzie No.131-613

-Duane Harris No. 138-632
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville. Ohio 45648

-Eugene Dodley No. 135-148
P.O. Box 69

-Allen Randolph No.142-580
P.O. Box 5500
Chillicothe. Ohio 45601

Carl Jackson No. 129-339
P.O.Box 69

Carlos Sandoval No.l39486
P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

-Lee Barnett No. 138-040
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville. Ohio 45648

-Darryl Scheibelein No. 139-686

-Dave Higgens No. 134-657
P.O. Box 57
Marion, Ohio 43302

As the News, is supposed to be on
top of all of the stories (news events)
that originate on campus. I was
wondering if you might be able to tell
me. and some other curious people,
what exactly is taking place in
McDonald cafeteria south, formerly
known as the Toweis Inn.
The floor has been torn up now for
several weeks. Two-thirds of the
beautiful parquet floor has been
ripped up and destroyed. A permanent
wall has been isntalled that divides the
room.
What's going on? Why did they tear
up a perfectly good, expensive, wood
floor? Are they just looking for things
to do? Is it a part of Governor Rhodes'
plan
to
create
jobs
for
the
unemployed? What is going to take up
residence there, a fast food place? A
regular cafeteria? The Towers Inn? Or
something else?
Kindly investigate the matter and
inform the ignorant world what the
metamorphisis of McDonald south
cafeteria will result in.
Douglas Marshall
206 Offenhauer West

P.O Box 69
London. Ohio 43140

-Terry Grccnburg No.136-636
P.O. Box 69
London. Ohio 43140
-Lawrence Lvkes No.139-190
P.O Box 69
London. Ohio 43140
-LeeRoy Smith No. 137450
P.O box 69
London. Ohio 43140

P.O. Box 787
Lucasville. Oluo 45648

request letters
The BG News receives many letters
from persons incarcerated in Ohio's
correctional
institutions requesting
correspondence. A list of names and
addresses follows. More information is
available at The BG News office. 106
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Elester Nash No. 142-038
P.O. Box 69
London. Ohio. 43140

London. Ohio 43140

P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

-John Haney No.141-871

THe BG news

P.O. box 69
London. Ohio 43140
-R.Thomas No.140492
P.O. Box 69
London. Ohio 43140
•Tim Miller C-7
123 Court St.
Hamilton. Ohio 45011
-Ray Davis Jr. No.l 34418
P.O. Box787

EDITORIAL STAFF

■JosuphSarli No.l29-669
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville. Ohio 45648
-John Blair No.136439
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45648
•Jackie Marshall No. 134-808
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-Sammy Collins No.142-217
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45648
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GSS seeks seat on board
By Pain.I.I Sinn
Stiff Reporter
Members of the Graduate
Student
Senate
(GSS)
Ftiday
morning
unanimously
passed
a
request
to
University
President Hollis Moore Jr.
that the GSS be allowed to
seat
a n
official
representative on the Board
of Trustees.
Stan
Swart;.
GSS
president, said thai Dennis
Bottonari.
undergraduate
student representative to
the Board of Trustees, is
supposed to speak for the

whole student body. But
graduate students are not
allowed to participate in
election for that office.
Swart;
said,
and
the
undergraduate
student
representative
does
not
solicit graduate students'
input.
"We have a great deal of
concern about the kinds of
information
given
the
Trustees." Swart; said. He
illustrated the point, saying
that when the academic
calcndai change was under
discussion, the graduate
students
were
not
consulted.

local briefs
Registration
A meeting lor spring quarter merge students will be held
at 7 p.m. Dec. I in 406 Education Bldg. Information
concerning registration for merge students will be
discussed and attendance ::» required. The meeting is not
intended tor continuing merge students.

Library
The University Libiary will be closed Friday but will
be open on Satuiday and Sunday as scheduled. The
library also will he closed Dec. -<> and Jan. 2. t>»76.

Workshop
A two-part assertive training workshop lor women is
set for 1:15-3:15 p.m. Dec. 2 and Dec >>, at the
University Center for Continued learning. I°4 S. Main
St.
According to Sandra Wright, who will conduct ihe
workshop, the purpose of assertive training is to help
individuals express Iccluigs and opinions and stand up
for their rights without infringing upon the rights of
others.
The workshop is limited to 15 persons and
prc-registration is required. Registration fee is 515 and
reservations must he made b> tomorrow al the Center
foi Continued Learning

Bfoodmobife
The Red Cross community bloodmobile will be in
Bowling Green all day Dec. I It Si Mark's 1 utheran
Church. 315 South College Dr. An appointment is not
necessary bul one can he made by calling 353-4575.

"We'd studied the issue
and were ready to make
recommendations, trying to
arrange a calendar that's
best for the instructional
process, since that's the
reason we're here." Swartz
said.
But
Bottonari's
recommendation
to the
Trustees were taken as
representing all students, he
said, and the GSS findings
were
not
considered
individually.
ANOTHER
topic
of
concern to GSS is the
proposed recreation facility.
"We're not sure whether the
center can be justified."
Swart; said.
Student fees will be
raised S10 to $15 a quarter
when the facility is opened,
and the project will be
financed over 30 years.
Swartz said that since
students who voted to
approve the facility will not
be here to pay the fees. GSS
questions whether this is
fair to future students.
GSS also is concerned
with pr-.ori'ies for the new
facility. Swartz said GSS
wants to be sure that
student recreation remains
the top priority and is not
overwhelmed by gym class
use.

and that some do not have
any office space.
A RESOLUTION was
passed and sent to the
University Space Committee
recommending
minimum
standards to be established
for graduate students' office
accommodations.
Relating
to
cramped
quarters
is
the
issue
concerning
decreasing
research space for graduate
students at the University
Library. The Northwest
Ohio-Great Lakes Research
Center is moving into the
fifth floor, taking space
formerly used for 30 to 35
study carrels.
Swartz said that three of
eight floors at (he library
remain equipped with study
carrels and the research
space needed by graduate
students.
"It's not the research
center we'd like to see."
Swartz said, adding dial
problems related to library
study
space
will
be
investigated
for
further
discussion.

A resolution was passed
to demand that the board of
directors for the lecieation
facility include J minimum
of iwo gradualo students
appointed by GSS Also
passed was a resolution
staling that GSS questions
the
results
of
and
representation
on
the
recreation
committee
because of irregularities in
Ihe
appointment
of a
graduate student to the
committee.
Friday's meeting also
covered the space problem
on campus. Swan; said thai
graduate
students
and
teaching
fellows
are
cramped into small offices

Today will be the final
opportunity foi area viewers
to take advantage of a
unique experience in irei
broadcasting - a television
auction.
WBGU-TV. channel 57. is
holding its fust on the air
auction.
entitled
Hello.
Good Buy. Th>- three-day
event began at 4 p.m.
Sunday and will conclude at
6 p.m. today.
According Joan Gordon.
WBGU
director
of
information, the auction
gives viewers an opportunity
to watch, bid and buy at
bargain prices items ranging
from belly-dancing lessons
to a guest conductorship
with the Lima Symphony
Orchestra.
DR. DUANE TUCKER.
WBGU-TV general manager.

s.iid that the auction is a
fund-raising event for the
public television station.
"Because
of
an
intlalion-shiunk operating
budget, the station decided
to broaden its base of
financial
support,"
Dr.
Tucker said. "Proceeds from
die Diction will be used to
lund
piogramming

projects."
In die station studio each
day, staff members and
volunteers auction off the
items. The viewers at home
call in and bid and the
highest bidder wins. A
special bank of telephones
manned by volunteers have
a specific "bid" number -419-35M56I. Viewers may
call collect, if necessary,
according to Dr. Tucker.
B'ddcrs in the opening
night
of
the
auction
purchased T80 items or
services at the bargain price

Rodgers sponsors
holiday food drive
By Joe Wollct
StafT Reporter
Students wishing to help
the needy can do so with
little work on their part
through
a
program
sponsored by two Rodgers
Quad resident advisers.
Thomas Forsythe, junior
(AAS), and John McEntee,
senior (A&S), are the two
main
sponsors
of
a
volunteer
food
drive.
Forsythe said he got an idea
to feed needy people.
The goal of the drive is
two-fold. The first part is to
collect food coupons and
then have a dinner for the
needy Dec. 10 at the
pancake house in Harshman
Quad. The second part will
be using food coupons to
buy
bulk
food
and
distribute it through die
Volunteer Action Center in
Toledo.
Forsythe said each half of
the program has a S500

goal.
"If everyone on
campus gave 15 cents, we'd
reach our goal," he said.
THE PEOPLE Forsythe
said he hopes to feed are in
two groups, those who
recently have been released
from
state
mental
institutions
and
senior
citizens in Wood County.
In
addition
to
the
collection, which will begin
next week, Forsythe said he
is promoting a "Lunchless
Wednesday," Dec. 3, where
students can give up lunch
and donate the coupons to
the drive.
Collection centers will be
set up in each dormitory,
according to Forsythe.. with
the dorm collecting the
most coupons receiving a
trophy.
Forsythe said he has
distributed flyers to all the
residence
hail
directors
explaining the program to
them

Any
business
or
individual wishing to donate
an item to the auction can
call the auction office at
372-0121. ' All
items
donated are tax-deductible.
Universtiy students are
reminded that the telecast
may
be
viewed
on
cablevision channel 9.

EVERY DAY is a
SALE DAY and
EVERYTHING IS on
SALE at S)afc

At HM'. you'll find
the same fashions and
first quality merchandise
as found in other fine
stores!

SAVE
AND
MORE!

STORE HOURS.

of $3,812. Dr. Tucker said.
THE
"BIG BOARD"
items, which arc those
donations which carry the
highest monetary value, are
valued at $1,812. Among
the 16 items remaining on
the
board
are
a
specially-created
hand
blown
glass
piece
by
Dominick Labino. an oil
painting by Robert Mazuer
of
the
University
art
department and a trash
compactor
donated
by
Whirlpool Corporation of
Findlay.

Don't be shy. Write a letter to the editor

WOMEN'S
FASHION
OUTLET

WBGU sponsors auction
By Bill Estep

Residents of Rodgers l n -i floor east wing watched the OSU-Michigan game on three
TV's in the floor bathroom. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

Bow/ game

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 to 9
SUNDAYS 12 to 5
M ■—■

SAVE up to 40.10!

SAVE up to 40.10!

MISSY SHIRTS

Junior KNIT TOPS

Regularly'16 & *17
Sizes 8 to 16
Prints and Solids

•*"*•

590

590

Long Sleeve Fall Styles
Regularly '15 & '16
Sizes Small-Med. & Large

mn1"

SAVE up to sl 1.10!

SAVE up to '10.10!

MISSY PANTS

JUNIOR PANTS

£90

Regularly'15 &'18
Sizes 8 to 16
Famous Name Brands

Regularly '14 & '16
Famous Name Brands
While They Last!

590

*■■»»■■» - —m v*f*m*mn

SAVE up to $48.10!

Missy CAR COATS
Reg. '70 & '75
Large Selection
Newest Styles

26

I

SAVE up to 40.10!

Junior Sweater Sale

J90

Regularly '12 &'16
Large Assortment
Famous Name Brands

2 LOCATIONS

•D*

In The KENWOOD
SHOPPING CENTER
2769 West Central Ave.
Phone 472-5567

NEW REYNOLDS
SHOPPING CENTER
Reynolds & Heatherdowns
Phone 381-9990
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Jazz makes new impact on music market
This change in the music has been particularly noticible
in jazz. Once the image of the jazz ensemble was a small
group of men in sunglasses sweating over their simple
acoustic Instruments in the basement of some city
tenement.
Now the image is changing to that of a group of people
pouring out high-decibel energy from a variety of electronic
gadgets ranging from phase shifters to synthesizers.

Review By
David Findny
Jazz is back. And, allhough jazz music never really hat
been gone, il has been a long lime since those classified as
jazz musicians have made as big a commercial impact on the
music market as they have in this year.
In many ways this resurgence of improvisational
instrumental music can be traced to the inability of pop
musicians to create any significantly different styles in the
last few years.
Many who have lived with 'ock music for ten to twenty
years now are simply tired of it. They want something
fresh, and it is generally accepted that little of today's rock
could be described this way.
Some of these disenchanted rockers have turned to
country and western music and its numerous variants. Many
others have chosen jazz as an alternative.

THIS electrification of jazz, along with a concurrent
trend to emphasize syncopated rhythms in much recent
jazz, probably has done as much to attract a commercial
market for the music as has any shift in popular tastes.
In the last couple of years, one of the jazzmen most
responsible for dragging jazz over to its meeting with the
public in the middle of the road has been Herbie Hancock.
Hancock's current specialty is disco-jazz. This form of
jazz, which he helped create with his influential
"Headhunters" album, is a style which emphasizes funky
dancibility and electronic overkill.
The results for Hancock so far have been mixed. He is
definitely a gifted keyboard artist and composer, but
Hancock's
last
few
records
have been
severe
disappointments.

IN EACH case, however, there seems to be a sentiment
that these two musical forms, while closely related to rock,
are pure and not given to the excesses now abounding in
the rock genre.
This shift in tastes has not come about solely through
changes in the public itself.
Neither country nor jazz has been isolated from the
developments in popular music over the last 20 years.
Musicians working in both forms have taken an
ever-increasing interest in two of the primary characteristics
DI rock and roll—a heavily-emphasized beat and electricity.

SURE, IT was difficult to sit still while listening to them,
and there was no questioning the fact that Hancock had
assembled an impressive array of electronic keyboards for
himself.
Unfortunately, these points did not make the records
any less boring or any more challenging.
Hancock's current release, "Man-Child," goes a long way
to make up for these past difficulties, however.
This is a pleasant, and often exciting, record that bodes
well for both its creator and the musical framework within
which he has chosen to work.

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
now leasing
Outstanding features such as:
• Fully furnishad «pts

with (now aoU S chain)

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

• Centra) ga* air conditioning b hMting with individual apt
controls

MANAGEMENT NOW (EASING

FOR FALL

• 1 iMirrn starting at $i6b, turn, or unfurn.
• Gas equipped laundn/ area available m each apt bldg
• Patio areas with gnus available for each bldg

FOR rilUY FURNISHED APTS

Clubhouse facility with indoor heated pool,
color TV lounge, billiards & ping pong.

Buckaya Houae 649 6th Si
Bitrhwood Placa 650 6lh Si
Ml Vainon 802 6lh SI

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
• SI Na»alaon Hi lull. |
a* JSl-all* or J)> «ira
OMIr.M.. D.ll, ♦ 13 a I 5
.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Ottica Hra 9-12 and 1 S

152 9378

HERE, however, this undercurrent does not seem to be
the major focal point of the music. Instead, it is pushed
more to the background, where it supports some very
pleasant solo work from Hancock and such notable sidemen
as Wayne Shorter and Bennie Maupin.
While still not a challenging work (it is as easy to dance
to the record as listen to it closely), it is a nice album of
easy-going instrumental music.
Another album that fits well into this multi-purpose jazz
classification is Julie Tippetts' "Sunset Glow."
Of these three albums, this is probably the most
interesting and exciting for me. Like the others, it is mellow
and not particularly adventurous, but it does have some
unique features.

Environmental educators
By Cyndi Bloom
An
environmental
resource center to aid
northwest
Ohio
public
school
teachers
in
environmental
education
has been initiated at the
University.
The
Cooperative
Environmental
Education
Center (CEEC, pronounced
"seek") will work with
public school teachers in
Henry, Fulton, Lucas and
Wood
counties to help
them plan environmental
education programs and
provide information for
these programs,
CEEC is a cooperative
effort of the University's
Environmental
Studies
Center,
the
Ohio
Department of Education,
the Ohio Department of
Natural
Resources
and

DELTA GAMMA WISHES TO
CONGRATULATE ITS NEW ACTIVES

various Soil and Water
Conservation
districts.
CEEC is being funded by a
$9,000 grant from the State
Department ot Education.

Elaine Tomko
Ellen Tomko
Karen Weber
lanet Williams

the job teaching related
courses, they can come to
us for curriculum and
audio-visual
materials."
DuShane said.
"Children
can
also
influence
parental
attitudes"
according
to
DuShane. "We are hoping to
influence
the
adults'
environmental
habits
through the education of
their children. Besides, they
arc the next generation and
should know how to takte
care of the earth." she
added.
CEEC is compiling a
human resource list which
will contain the names and
areas of specilizition of
educators in the fourcounty region.

"We are linking our
resources here with those of
the state to provide an
information center to be
used
by
area
public
educators," explained Judy
DuShane, research associate
in environmental studies
and project coordinator.
CEEC PLANS 10 work
with grade* kindergarten
through twelve. "We want
to
help
the
teachers
establish goals lor their
curriculum, identify issues
and keep up with research
trends," she added.
"We hope to indoctrinate
our student teachrcs to
CEEC. When tfiey are on

THIS
WAY
when
someone needs information
they have a specialist they

can get in touch with." she
said. The list will be sent to
all area schools.
CEEC also is drawing up
resource and information
lists to be sent out in the
first part of next year.
There will be two seperate
catagories.
one
ofr
curriculum
materials
containing book titles and
an audio visual list for film
strips and games. DuShane
explained.
In order to acquaint
those interested in the
program, a "Meet CEEC
Day" is set for 3-5 p.m.
Dec. 2 in 127 Hayes Hall.
The center also wdl show a
"people
supporting
Christmas
celebration"
display
at
this
time.
Appalachian
crafts
and
natural
Christmas
tree
decorations will be on sale.

talks about

RESEARCH

Skateboards,
T-Sliirts, and aj
Deal for YOUM

Thousands ot Topic*
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Bonny Thompson

Brendo Behringer
Diane Charleton
Shelley Haas
Sandy Mult
Sue Shipley

FIRST, it features the former Julie DriscoU, who
distinguished herself working with Brian Auger and the
Trinity back in the 60s. Secondly, it features a little used
but extremely viable jazz instrument-the human voice.
"Sunset Glow" is a haunting album. Tippett's music,
unlike that of Klemmer and Hancock, lays little emphasis
on form. Her songs seem to ebb and flow, moving
constantly but in unpredictable directions.
Her voice and piano lace their ways serenely through this
music. Tippetts' voice is especially expressive, etching
memorable melodies throughout the album.
The record's only flaw is a poor mix which keeps it from
being the truly exciting album it could have been.
In spite of this flaw, however, "Sunset Glow" deserves
mention alongside both "Touch" and "Man-Child" as
another perfect example of how jazz and pop styles have
mixed successfully. And, although all of these albums show
that a little dilution is inevitable, the resulting music can be
very good.

On "Man-Child," Hancock still is playing with an
emphasis on the funky rhythmic undercurrent that was the
primary characteristic of "Headhunters" and "Thrust."
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Skateboards are back, and D.I. s is offering your group or organiiation a way
to get one FREE.
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ANCHORS AWAT!

Any group (Greeks, dorm floor, church, etc.) whose members purchase a
total of 200 printed shirts at DJ. s Shop or Sunshine Cyclery will receive a
S26.95 skateboard absolutely free. The shirts need not be purchased at once:
a running count will be kept at each store - /ust tell us v» hat group you 're from.
(There is no rime limit on this offer.)
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The roof of the Administration Building provides policewoman Gail Munch with a birds-eye view of the campus.

This lady wears a badge

Newsphotos and story
by Unce Wynn

A narrow metal stairway leads down from the roof of the
Administration Building.

Gail Munch has been quite
successful tn what many would
consider a man's line of work. She is a
University Police officer, and she
enjoys her job.
Cpl. Munch began her career in
police work as soon as she got out of
high school. "A lot of my relatives had
been involved in law enforcement, and
I guess I got into it because I had
always heard a lot about it at home. I
decided I wanted to do something that
every other girl in my class wouldn't
be doing." she said.
Her family did not object to her
choice of law enforcement as a career
because "It's kind of a family
tradition." she said. "The only thing
that surprised them wasTKal I went
into it and my brother, who is nine
years oldei. didn't.

herself. "I'm not the type who could
accommodate a roommate. I'm too
darn independent for my own good."
she said, adding thai she has no plans
for marriage or a family in the
immediate future.
As a shift supervisor, Cpl. Munch
works the midnight-8 a.m. shift four
months a year. The majority of a
typical night for the policewoman is
spent behind the wheel of a car,
patroling parking lots against theft or
vandalism.
She often stops at domis or other
buildings to talk with the night guards
and custodians. Occasionally, she will
climb to the top of the Administration
Building or the Library to watch the
activity on the ground.
Cpl. Munch said she likes her job

because of its unpredictability and
because it brings her in contact with
people. "Something different happens
every day, and you never know what
you'll get into. There are times when
you think, 'What am I doing here'' bin
it can be very rewarding work."
According to Cpl. Munch, the
hardest part of police work lor her is
"picking people up after a traffic
accident."
She said an injury accident is "the
kind of call which can make an
officer's heart go to his throat."
Although she said she rarely has to
use physical force in her work, Cpl.
Munch doesn't expect any special
treatment from fellow officers in a
difficult situation.
"That
was
one
of
the

understanding! we had when I took
the job, bMIOM I didn't want
someone stepping in front of me when
something happens," she said.
A SERIES of rape incidents two
yean ago provided the policewoman
with Ihe most difficult mental
problem in her career. "I had to
Interview all the victims, and you can't
sit there and listen to (hem without
feeling some of dieir anguish." she
said.
"A lot of people are in awe of a
policewoman, because they think it's
just like they see it on TV." she said.
"Bui the job isn't like you sec it on
TV. If I could solve a case in 20
minutes, I'd be a super-hero around
here."

"MY MOTHER used to worry,
about it, but I told her. "Would you
rather I got hurt doing something
useful, or by stepping off a curb and
getting smacked by a car some day?' "
"If something's going to happen to
you, it's going to happen anyway,"
she said. "Sure, I may put myself a
little closer to it this way. but I don't
worry about it."
Slatting as a secretary with the
University police force in 1970. Cpl.
Munch worked her way up to her
current position, where she supervises
a shift of four officers.
She said she wants to continue to
advance on the force, but does not
know if she would like to be a chief
"because
he
has
so
many
administrative responsibilities."
She is 24, single, and lives by
On night duty. Cpl. Munch enters the Administration Building.

A stop at the University Bookstore provides
policewoman, whose favorite pastime is reading

break for the

focus

Much of Cpl. Munch's time is spent patrolling the campus in a police cruiser

Using a knife like device. Cpl. Munch aids a student who has
locked her keys in her car.
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BRING
THE CAMPUS
AND
COMMUNITY
TOGETHER
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Formula used to determine
professor-student balance
By Marykay Murphy
There are some lower
level
courses,
such
as
Biology 101, that have 250
students in huge lecture
halls. And then there are
some, such as freshman
composition, that have 20
students
per
classroom.
Significant difference? Yes.
But why? .
"Anything
that
is
done requires people, space,
equipment
and material,
and that costs money,"
according to Dr. Sheldon
Halpern, vice provost for
faculty affairs. And one way
of
figuring
how
much
money is needed at the
University is by calculating
the Full Time Equivalent
(FTE)
of
Student
enrollment.
"FTE is a method of
determining the lotal credit
hours of all the students at
the University," said Glenn
Van Wormer, assistant vice
president
of institutional
planning.
The
FTE
is
calculated
by
dividing
sludcnl credit houis by 15 a
quarter, since 15 is the
average
load
per
student.
EVERY

WISHING YOU A

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

STATE

university must figure FTEs.
The Ohio Board of Regents
then decides how much
facully
each
university
should need to teach its
programs based upon stale
FTE
averages
in
each
academic department.
'The Board works with
the
average
and
the

WAWR RADIO, 93.5 FM,

University is subsidized in
proportion to universities
across
the
state,"
Dr.
Ilalpcrn said. "This means
that when a departmenl
generates more or fewer
FTEs. according lo the state
average,
then
they're

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

different and it's important
to find out why."
An example of how the
system
works
can
be
illustrated
through
the
university's
English
departmenl. The average
FTE across the state is
1,200 students - here it is
900. The reason for fewer
FTEs here is because the
English department teaches
20 to 25 students in every
freshman
composition
course, whereas the overall
average is 25 to 30 pupils.
'The
growth
of
a
department," said Dr. Ralph
Wolfe, assistant chairman of
the English department, "
can be traced lo the rise or
decline of student credit
hours. According to this
FTE
formula
we
are
overstaffed
by
12
Thankfully,
the
board

hasn't applied this formula

the resources that il has, it
will wani lo justify its use
of these resources by thes
number of sludenl credit
hours thai the college or
departmenl generates," Dr.
Facione added.
Dr.
Halpern
disagreed
with Dr. Facione's views.
"A deparlment is not in
business for itself. If aj
departmenl generates more
FTEs, the University gels
more
money,
not
the
department.

rigidly.
"WE FEEL 20 students
in a composition course is
the limit if we are going lo
teach writing effectively.
But in order to do this, we
had to raise the limit on our
literature classes to 35 so we
could
keep our writing
courses on the same level,"
Dr. Wolfe said.
He noted
thai as a
departmenl generates more
student
credit
hours
it
receives more money.
Dr.
Peler
Facione,
philosophy
department
chairman, explained. "The

BUT DR. Halpern also
said that while departments
with higher FTEs "might
gel a new faculty member,"

more FTEs you generate,
the more money for your
department. Therefore, a
department
creates large
courses," Dr. Facione said.
"If
the
college
or

departments
which
keep
Iheir class sizes small and
have
low
credil
hours
"aren't likely lo get areplacement after a faculty

department wishes lo keep

member resigns."

—

DAILY
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
37 Fair lady of
Camatot
38 Party fan

1 Conifer
6 FeWgod
9 Typeof typr
Abbr

40 City on the
Truehee

13 Put twilight

41 Destroy, aaa
letter
43 Down with Fr
46 Sand fort and

14 Figure of •peach

15 VimupUIn
16
16
1»
30

Fna Phraee
Hebrew letter
Praiar*
That lalioaayl
UL
31 Regretted

46 Grouper of
warm *e>a
47 Laduaday'
49 Unfounded
5) Compart* at a
fixed term

32 Bit
33 Common auf

fern

56 Spnngbloom
57 AbeooiUiy
umpoaaibW'
Phraee

2* Obeerved
•a BMMIM. otd
ttyk
31 Serving* ol
butter

56 Cfneof the
Bronlee
59 Goodnight

33 Out Phraee
35 Relative of a
rood
36 Famouaname
in Argentina

«sw!« io minions Mini

60 Pinochle term
61 Certain digit.
63 Deer of a prayer
wheel
63 Hiatoncdatee

StlHluitiliJ
i.T.iii .Tg'i'.t- U'I".

<»XaTWt^M>BaPXM,r,

E££m

o c*r*s*r
*»VD
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DOWN
1 Poke
2 Novel heroine
1634
3 Squirrel fodder
4 The clear ek>
6 Eapanded
6 Auguit HI Pan*
7 Churth recent
6 Aetna* Grant
9 Jittery I'hrear

"
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II
10 Houacholdap
purteiiancea
11 Iowa cily
12 Part ola barn
14 Agent
innocence
17 Otdcomaol
France
30 Put one'a loot
23 Water bird
33 F.acnaof toler
year over lunar
year
24 Retengr l.rf

25 Devignfor
•peed
27 Water -heel
29 — ac»d
30 Lured
32 CryaLal gaieri
34 The big wheel'
36 Gourd Imit
39 Certainly
CoUot)
4J Shade o( blue
44 W indo«frame
4" Somethargt
outregeuu*
49 Sam lion

50 American
cartooruat

51

aong

52 Paragraph

53 Sornetiung
unique
54 Weatamranv
pua. lor abort
M Spreadi

ht>y
57 Nothing

by Garry Trudeau
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SPEND
THE
EVENING
WITH

DARYL HALL
AND
JOHN OATES
MONDAY DEC 1
8:00
GRAND BALLROOM
OF UNION
TICKETS $3.00 GENERAL PUBLIC
$2.00 CULTURAL BOOST
MEMBERS
SPONSORED BY CULTURAL BOOST AND S.G.A.

-a®*- CLASSIFIED
Tuesday, November 25. 1975
Omicron Delta Kappa appli. are now avail, for all
interested men & women in Rm. 405 Stud. Serv. Bldg.
They must be completed by 5 p.m. Fri. Dec. 5.

Battheldei.
UCF (313

Need 1 f. to 2 bdrm. house.
Call 352-9237 eves.

University skating club meeting 8-10 p.m. lea Arena.

Help! I need someone to
sublease
apt.
352-1195.
F rn. $175/mo.

Freddie's Flock meeting Rm. 257 Memorial Hall. 7:30
p.m.

1 m. rmmte. wtr. only, own
rm., all util. pd. 352-7422.

Woman's Lite planning group meeting Counsel. Center.
Stud. Serv. Bldg. 3-5 p.m.

M. rmmte. to sublet apt.
w/3 others wtr/spr. qtr.
Good locati n. 352-6616.

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall. 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Active Christians Today fellowship meeting Commons
NE 7 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: M. tiger cat: bl. «. gr.
striped w/flea collar & id:
miss him badly; lost in
Greenview area. 352-1731.
LOST:
Brown
weave
cardigan
between
Court
Stieet
&
Union.
Please
return if found to Sue.
352-4336.
LOST: Lt. blue laundry bag.
Contains only dirty clothes.
If found call 2-5452 or leave
at Kohl desk.
LOST: Gold watch in front
of U. Hall. Call 2-1020.
HELP WANTED
Burger Chef now hiring day
& night help. Apply at
Burger Chef.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
FINDERS RECORDS AND UNIVERSITY UNION

McDonald-N.
Founders 01
Thurstin)

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues.,
Wed.,
Thurs.
6:30-9:30
p.m.. 352-6236.
Alterations done my home,
480 Lehman Apt. 107. Jan
Cusano. 352 0550.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster,
352-2142.
WANTED
Need one female roommate
for win. qtr. 1976, must
sublease. Call 352-6470.
1 or 2 m. rmmate. to sub.
wtr/spr. close to campus.
208 E. Merry, 352-2790.

# ——————^^^-^^—

1 male rmt. needed to rent
apt. wtr/spr. in Rock I edge
2 baths, dishwasher, living
rm. 352-6048.

Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.

Need 1 m. starting Jan, 1,
own bdrm. Stadium View.
Call 352-1341.

Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
E mpj -Emotional
and
Material
pregnancy
aid.

Useable clothes, toys, games
for rummage sale for low
income families. Collection
at
main
desk
of

SERVICES OFFERED

M. rmmte. wtr/spr. across
from
Towers.
$74/mo.
352-2393.

'Wi»
and you take up
DAYS TO PAY'

to

30

We
service;
motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers,
Dishop Motors, 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.
PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
'76
yearbook now. Call The
Key. 2-0086.
FOR SALE
Macintosh
C,-24
Preamplifier. Call 352-1873^
after 9:30 p.m.
Bell & Howell Dual 8 Movie
'Projector. Exc. Cond. $80.
352-0641 eves.

Needed 1 f. rmmte. win.
qtr.
Unique atmosphere.
$50/mo. 215 E. Merry St.
Call Lynne. 352-8938.

Maniiya/Sekor
500DTL
F/2.0 Vivitar Auto Zoom
90-230.
Both
for
only
200.00. 352-2873

1 rmmte. $10/wk. no lease
or deposit. Super nice place.
352-1123.

'73 MG Midget $2000 or
best offer. 372-1437, 3-7
p.m.

PERSONALS

4
ft.
Black
light
with
fixture. Call 352-5840.

To all my Alpha Chi gals;
have a happy Turkey. Your
Houseboy.
Sue-We're so happy you got
Sigma Chi Sweetheart! You
deserve
it.
Love,
your
Pledge Sisters.
Happy Birthday, Boo Boo!
The
best
is
yet
to
come... Together!
Love,
Yogi.
Party hard with Ski Club
and SSA at Shuss Mt. Mich.
Jan. 23-25. $17 deposit due

Dec. 3rd.
Bubba. are the Alpha Sigs
proud that we won the
Euchre
tourney?
Good
times. Maddog.

GUYS AND GALS. Let the
Oxford House help you
with Christmas selections

Sun Lamp
352 -1123.

w/4

ft.

arm.

FOR RENT
Santa Claus suit for rent for
Christmas
part ies. /
372-4000.
Unfurnished 2 bedrm., W
house, nice: $175 & elec.
352-1804 after 4.
Furnish eff. avail, win. a
spr. qtrs. Thurstin Manqr 11
Apts. 352-5435.
'
Single
room
for
male
student. Near campus wtr.
& spr. qtrs. Ph. 362-7365.'
GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS now renting 1 & 2
bdrm. apts. and ettec. hum
or unfurn. ALL UTILITIES
PAID. Ph. 352-1195. 12-6
p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

I
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WMU is pre-season MAC cage favorite
By Hk KM
Snorts Editor
Mid-American Conference (MAC) basketball coaches and
news media personnel mei last week al the Bowling Green
j Holiday Inn to preview the upcoming hoop season.
Western Michigan University (WMU) was tabbed the
pre-season favorite in both the coaches and media polls.
With all live starters and two lop subs returning, the
Broncos are indeed a worthy choice.
But every year, there's usually a five or even six team
race for top honors in the balanced league.
THIS YEAR should be no different.
In each of the last two years the cage race has gone down

EASTERN MICHIGAN-Picked sixth by the coaches and
seventh by the media, the Unions boast 6-° junior Bobby
Riddle, a second-team all-league choice a year ago. Alter
him. though, talent looks thin and Eastern will be
hard-pressed to contend.
The Hurons. do, however, return two other starters,
and two freshmen guards may get a lot of playing time.

to tht final day. In both years, any one of three teams
could have won the title, depending on the various
combinations of wins and losses.
The league has been hit heavily by graduation, with such
stars as Walter Luckett (Ohio), Jim McElroy and Dan
Roundfield (Central Michigan), Steve Fields (Miami), Jim
Brown and Jim Kindle (Toledo) and Jeff Montgomery and
Cornelius Cash (Bowling Green) no longer around.

KENT STATE-The Flashes could be the surprise team in
the league after going 6-20 a year ago. Picked fifth by the
media and fourth by the coaches. Kent looks to be the
most improved squad in the MAC.
Colorful and outspoken coach Rex Hughes instilled some
spirit into the Flashes last winter, but now he has the
players to go with that competitive style of play .
Foremost among the newcomers is junior college transfer
Corte/c Brown, who played his high school ball .it basi
Cleveland Shaw. The 6-0 guard is cat-quick and an exciting
scorer. Look for him to possibly lead the league in scoring.
Guard Del Sleek and forward Jim Collins, both transfers,
also will start and are quality performers. Hughes also has
some experienced depth, with Biad Robinson. Tom
Brabson and Ton) Jamison, all starters at some time in
their careen, set foi sub duty.

AS A RESULT, junior college transfers have popped up
at a few schools, with three slated to start at Kent State and
two assured of plenty of playing time at BG.
It will be a ten-team race for the first time as Northern
Illinois and Ball State arc eligible for the title this winter.
Each school will play 16 MAC games, two against seven
schools and one each against the remaining two.
Following are capsule summaries of each league team and
what to expect this season.
BALL STATE-The Cardinals of coach Jim Holstein were
picked by the coaches to finish last while the media picked
them ninth.
The top two scorers are gone, and the third best, Shafer
Suggs, will pass up his final season to concentrate on
football, where he is a top pro prospect.
Holstein features two freshmen and two sophomores in
his starting quintet, so the Cardinals will be short on
experience. They will, however, be tall with a front line
that goes 6-8. 6-8.6-7.
BOWLING GREEN-The top four scorers have departed,
leaving fifth-year mentor Pat Haley with a renovating task,
as he puts It,
The Falcons will rely heavily on post men Ron llanimye
and Andre Richardson, part-time starters a year ago.
Forwards Norvain Morgan and Dan Hipsher and guard Dave
Sutlon don't have much varsit> experience, but will pla\ I
great deal.
Junior college transfers Tommy Harris and Chuckle
James will he welcomed additions to this club. Guard Greg
Kampe also will be a factor, although he just will begin
practice this week after playing with the football team
Coaches picked the Falcons to finish seventh and the
media chose them in the sixth spot.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN--!.isi year's titlists also have
been depleted by graduation and the Chips have been dcall
another blow with the loss of Dirk Dunbar.
Dunbar. a 6-0 guard, sat out last season after averaging
18 points as a freshman. However, he recently went down
again with another knee injury and will he out at least six
weeks and possibly for the season.
Top players for the Chips, picked third by the media and
fifth by league coaches, will be Leonard Drake, Russ Davis
and super-sub Denny Parks.

HOW DOES
'57.50*
SOUND?
v.<t
<:
■:.
-.'.-.'.•

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat b air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills

ABORTION

MIAMI-Pickcd second in both polls, the Redskins will
again be among the top teams and could wind up on top. as
this writer believes.
Coach Darrell Hcdric has good depth and eight or nine
superior players to pick his starting five from. In fact,
Hedric has no "first team." as he will shuffle as many as ten
pl.n en in and out of action as he did last winter enroute to
a X^-f campaign
Forwards Chuck Goodyear and Randy Ayers are the
best, and Archie Aldridge, a transfer from Florida State,
will make things happen.
Biggest drawback for the Redskins could be their
schedule, which finds them playing Cincinnati, Dayton,
Kentucky, Princeton and Marquette all in December.
NORTHERN 111 INOIS -husMi . have loit three starters,
but the two returnees could form the best forward duo in
the loop. 6-4 Matt Hicks and 6-7 Chuck Milliner both can
sky and are proven scorers.

STOP
BRING
YOUR DATE

OPEN BOWLING

1-21 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist

FRIDAY OR SATURDAY
After 9 p.m.
AL-MAR COLONIAL LANES
1010 N. MAIN
PH. 382-1673

FINEST FACILITIES ANO

TUESDAYS 1 THURSDAY*

11A.M. -SP.M

3 QAMES F0" 'I 00

For Information, Call
35262*3

Hampton House
A learner a year ago, forward Norvain Morgan (30)
will be an important performer for the Falcon hoop
squad this winter. Morgan, shown here scoring in last
week's intrasquad game, is one of a group of ten
players fighting for a starting berth on the BG team.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

I

on Sundays, 7-10 p.m.
Reg. $1.50 - includes skates
Students with I.D. - only $1.00
(Skates included)

131 McMANNES
across From Findlay City Park
phono 422-7021

BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS.
Here is my ad. I enclose I
.50 per line. Two line minimum. Approximately
25 spaces in a line.
Please run my ad on
(published Tues.. Wed., Thurs., Fri.)
Deadline two days before at 4:00 p.m.

Call Collect
800-362-1205
24 HOUR SERVICE

- FEATURING -

Copy:

Dlnnar
12 VARIETIES

"33300,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships

PANCAKES a. WAFFLES
open fuel, thru Sal. ' i0«
Sunday! 7:30-7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Over S33.5OO.000 unclaimed scholarships giants, aids, and
lellosvships ranging tiom S50 lo SIO.000' Cuiienl list ul
these sources researched and compiled as ot Sepl 15 1975

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP.
PHONE
SOC. SEC. NO.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave . Los Angelts. CA 900;'5
" J I am enclosing 59 95 plus SI 00 lor postage anr) h,imliin<j

Closed Monday
412Ea»tWoott«r

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:
Name

return to:
106 UNIVERSITY HALL
BOWLING GREEN, OH., 43403
419-372-2003

,

Address
City

State.

-Z.p_

Tomorrow Night!

(California residents please add 6% Mies lea I

All the s
Salad you
can eat

SHOP

1616 E. *oo»tri—Stadium Plnza. B.G.

I

4 PM — close every Tuesday get a
Rib-Eye Dinner for only $1.39 (Reg. $1.79)

SQUARE MEAL
SQUARE DEAL
E. Wootter St.
| Across from the Football Stadium

TNT
TACO'S

Children
under 6

Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm
I

COUPON on

K. ftwtff" Nmlium 1*1 H/M

is sponsoring

Full Course Family

LSAT METHODS, Inc.
11465 Springfield Pike Suite 6
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
(513)772-1110

THE HAIR REPAIR SHOP

GREEN MILL
ROLLER RINK £ &

Criopl

is difficult to get into. The Law School Admissions Ta»t
ii one of the moat crucial (actors determining ona'l
acceptance to or rejection from law school. A good
•core on the LSAT is a muitl
We offer you the opportunity to take part in two full
days of systematic analysis'of all phases of the LSAT.
Increase your score by participating in this comprehensive preparation.
For information, write or call now.

ANY STYLE. Bring this coupon
at time of your appointment.
Good through March 1. 1976. .

WESTERN MICHIGAN-Picked lir,st in both polls, the
Bioncos on papei appear to be the league's strongest team.
Coach F.ldon Miller's squad profiled front a summer tour
through Europe and is a sscll-bjlanced club.
Forwards Jeff Tyson and Paul Griffin are Ihe best
players, and (wo tieshiii.in guaids. Marty Murray and
Herman Randle. have surprised and will phis a lot.
Barring injuries ami inconsistency. Broncos will be
among the best learns in Ihe Midwest.

Char Brollod Steak* and

LAW SCHOOL

^"OO'DISCOUNT"

TOLEDO-llciglil also will be a problem here, but the
Rockets have coach Boh Nichols and unanimous all-MAC
guard Lam Cole.
Toledo was picked fourth by ihe media and lliml by the
Coaches, so the Rockets must have some talent Dave
Speicher and Ted Williams should blossom and freshman
Stan Joplin is a future tupentai

Think orange.

OR ENJOY OUR LOUNGE & BILLARDS

MOOLHN TECHNIQUES

OHIO UNIVERSITY-Bobcats could be in trouble, with
Waller Luckett gone via the hardship route and two 6-8
junior college transfers, who were counted on to start, no
longer on the team
One. Qayvotl Williams, was booted by coach Dale Bandy
for disciplinary reasons The other. Darnell Irby. suddenly
quit school two weeks ago.
The Bobcats, picked to finish eighth in both polls, don't
have much si/e (tallest playei is 6-7), and (coring could he a
pioblem. although a trio of rookie guaids could solve that
Foiward Scott love is the besi player, hut he may be
forced into the pivot.

COLLEGE NITE

Starling Rale
$12.r,

CLOSr TO VOURAREA

Coach Emory Luck's squad, though, was picked last by
the media and ninth by the coaches. Question marks in the
pivot, the backcourt and the bench are reasons for the
pessimism.

EAST WOOSTER STREET
(Across from (he tooth.ill stjilium)

'ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PARTY ROOMS

and

TEQUILA
WED. NITE
8 p.m.

HOWARD'S

Controversy—
leers split after disputed call
By Teiry Goodman
Stiff Writer
It was bad enough thai
the Bowling Green hockey
team's winning streak was
halted at six games Saturday
night.
But even worse, it faded
amidst
frustration
and
controversy.
The
eighth-ranked
Falcons dropped a 6-5
hcartbreakcr to Renssclaer
Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
after destroying the visitors
Friday. 10-3.
A DISPUTED GOAL
scored
by
BG's Mike
llartman was disallowed,
leading to the demise of the
local skaters and their first
setback of the season.
With about five minutes
remaining, and RPI ahead
6-4. llartman smashed a
low.
screeching
drive
between
the
legs
of
Engineer goalie Doug Elliot.
The puck ricocheted out as
rapidly as it went past Elliot
for a score that would have

put the Falcons within one
goal.
However, even though
the goal judge flashed the
red light - indicating a goal
the
head
referee
disallowed it because his
officiating
partner
saw
things differently.
"It (the puck) hit the
inside of the psot and went
out." head ref Sam Cisco
from
the
International
Hockey League said bluntly.
"My
partner
(Fred
Maindonald) ruled no goal
and I couldn't go against
him."
The goal judge. Falcon
coach Ron Mason and the
3.224 partisan fans in the
Ice Arena had no doubt in
their minds - it was a goal.
"IT WAS IN. There was
no question about it," said
(he goal judge. "You could
hear it hit the back of the
net. too. He (Cisco) just
waved it off. He made it
(the call), but he should
have consulted with me."

A
befuddled
Mason
shouted from the bench and
argued
with
Cisco
immediately after it was all
over, but to no avail.
"It (ihe puck)hit right in
the center of the net, how
could he miss it?" Mason
asked, shaking his head. "It
(the call) was a joke."
Moments later at 16:30,
freshman John Markell cook
a perfect feed from Mark
Wells in front of Elliot and
drilled it home to cut the
margin to 6-5. If Harman's
goal would have stood, the
game probably would have
went into overtime.
But the chips just didn't
fall right. BG had a 4-2 lead
with just 1:49 gane into the
middle period, but RPI
tallied four straight goals to
surge ahead.
Two were high shots to
Falcon
goalie
Al
Sarachman's stick side and
two were power plays.
Unquestionably, it was one
of
Sarachman's
weaker
performances. He left in

favor of Mike Liut after
surrendering the go-ahead
score at 8:35 of the third
period.
Sarachman had only 12
saves and Liut had four. The
big story was RPI's Elliot
turning back 57 shots.
BUT
IN
FRIDAY'S
Falcon Cakewalk, it was
Liut with the big night in
the
nets,
out-dueling
Engineer
freshman
Bill
Sloan.
In the initial contest
between the two schools,
Liut
constantly
was
pressured and shot at by the
speedy Engineers, but he
was equal to the task. The
big junior from Woodbridge,
Onl. recorded 36 saves,
including
16
in
a
second-period barrage.
On the other hand,
Hartman and Jack Laine
could do no wrong and both
captured
hat
tricks.
"Harty",
notching
his
second trick of the year, led
things off early with a
blistering 22-foot slap shot

that trickled past Sloan's
left skate at 5:57 of the
opening stanza.
At 13:32, Harman passed
the puck to Laine, sitting on
the doorstep, for a 2-0 lead.
RPI scored on a power play
before the first period
ended, but the Falcons put
it out of reach in the next

A SHORT WRIST shot
by Dave Easton, another
Hartman
to
Laine
eye-popper,
Wells'
power-played
goal
and
Hartman's second score of
the game made it 6-2 after
two periods.
Markell, Ken Morrow
and the two hat-trick goals
closed the scoring to the
delight of 3,423.
The "black line" of
Hartman (6), Laine (4) and
Paul Titanic (3) teamed up
for 13 points in the victory.

'Harty'

The BG New

Falcon center Mite Hartman (white jersey) and a RPI player face
off at mid-ice in hockey action Saturday night. 'Harty' was
involved in the controversial play of the game, firing a goal that
richocheted out of the nets and was disallowed. (Newspheto by
Rob Yeager)
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Second-half surge by Mavs
stuns Falcon gridders, 21-17
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor

Fight

A referee restrains Falcon tri-captain Kevin MacDonald (left) and a RPI player from
fisticuffs in last weekend's hockey action at the Ice Arena. MacDonald and his
mates were winners Friday night but lost a controversial 6-5 game 24 hours later.
(Newsphoto by Rob Yeager)

Relay performance poor
The Falcon swim team
had
a
disappointing
performance
al
the
Collegiate Relays Saturday,
with no relay team placing
any higher than third in the
nine-team practice meet.
"We've got a long way to
go. and it showed," head
coach Tom Slubbs said.
"The team did not do as
well as I expected."
The only real bright spot

that the coach could find
was the performance of
Chris Price, who had the top
split time of the meet in the
100-yard individual medley
and also excelled in the
100-yard brcaststroke.
STUBBS SAID that Larry
Cook and Jeff Licdel swam
well for this early in the
season and that Don Luikart
did fairly well. He also said

D* Saleet wins
gridders' MVP
Junior fullback Dan Salcct walked away with the
most valuable player award at the Falcon football
team's banquet last night.
The Ijkewood native, who gained I.I 14 yards this
fall, also won the best offensive back award in his
first full year as a starter.
Senior co-captain Steve Studcr won the best
offensive lineman award, while junior Dave Brown
was named the best defensive lineman and co-captain
Art Thompson won the best defensive back honor.
OTHER AWARDS went to senior guard Mark
Conklin (Carlos Jackson award), junior Steve Keuhl
(specialty team award) and Studer and Thompson
(captain's award).
Also announced at the banquet was the selection
of four Bowling. Green players to post-season
contests.
Studer has accepted an invitation to play in the
prestigious East-West Shrine Bowl in San Francisco
Jan. 6. The bowl is considered the showcase for
future pro performers.
Thompson, linebacker Kevin Clayton and offensive
tackle Gene Jones, all seniors, will compete in the
All-Ohio Shrine Bowl in Columbus Dec. 6.

that the divers did fairly
well.
The results of the meet
still left many questions
unanswered for Stubbs, but
said he hopes to use the
results of the upcoming
intrasquad
Brown
and
Orange meet Dec. 6 to get a
tentative line-up set for the
season.
Stubbs made no excuses
for
the
team's
poor
showing, but said he hopes
to have a set line-up when
he takes the team to Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. over winter
break so workouts can be
geared
to
prepare
all
swimmers for the season.

ARLINGTON,
Tex.--Bowling
Green
football's
last
minute
success story, which had
worked to perfection three
times this season, finally
reversed its finish as the
Falcons
were
stunned.
21-17. in their season finale
here Saturday before 1,100
chilled fans.
The
sleak,
speedy
quarterbacking of Doug
Dobbins and the jet-like
speed of running back
Jimmy Bailey were two
reasons for the University of
Texas-Arlington's
(UTA)
second-half success.
UTA had rallied from a
6-0 halftime deficit, and
after BG took the lead with
1:32 left in the game, the
Mavs rallied again to defeat
the favored Falcons.
Kicker Robin Yocum
booted the ball five yards

South Carolina set
for Tangerine Bowl
ORLANDO. Fla. (AP) - The University of South
Carolina accepted an invitation yesterday to meet
Miami of Ohio in the Tangerine Bowl football game
here Dec. 20.
The Tangerine Bowl Selection Committee picked
South Carolina over Virginia Tech and San Jose State,
and Gamecock coach Jim Carlen immediately
accepted the invitation by telephone.
SOUTH CAROUNA concluded a 7-4 season
Saturday with a 56-20 victory over Clemson.
Miami of Ohio nailed down its Tangerine Bowl
berth two weeks ago by clinching the title of the
Mid-American Conference (MAC), which is in the
final year of a three-year contract with the Tangerine
Bowl.

into the end zone after BG's
score but Eugene Ayers ran
the ball out 63 yards to the
BG 37-yard line. Five plays
later, Dobbins bolted over
from the two for the
winning touchdown.
IN A GAME which saw
the lead change hands six
times,
the
Falcons
completely dominated the
Movin' Mavericks in the first

half.
Despite only getting six
points on two Don Taylor
field goals, BG had 15 first
downs
to
UTA's two,
outrushed the MAVS 234
yards to 38 and tallied 85
yards in the air to none for
the home team.
Yet BG failed to put
away UTA early, stalling
twice
inside
the
Mav
10-yard line. The Falcons
had to settle for a 24-yard
field goal at 12:17 and a
22-yarder at 4:54 of the
second period.
BG coach Don Nehlen.
who
finished
his best
coaching season at BG with
a 8-3 record, credited UTA
for containing his squad. He
also said Bailey's running in
the
second
half
was
unbelievable.
"We were having trouble
all day," a dejected Nehlen
said after the game. "His
(Bailey's) running was just
unbelievable. It's hard to
comprehend,"
Nehlen
added of the UTA back's
135 yards rushing, all but
one yard in the second half.
"I'm not taking anything
away from them (UTA).
They played pretty well. I
sure thought they wanted to
win. But so did we- we
wanted to win," he added.
WITH THE 6-0 halftime
advantage, BG kicked off to

the Mavs to open the second
half. The Texans then
rambled 6° yards in 15
plays to take a 7-6 lead on
Gary Briscoc's extra point.
UTA threatened again, but
the Falcons were not to be
denied.
Despite a pathetic third
quarter in which BG got
only three first downs, the
Falcons rallied in the fourth
quarter behind fullback Dan
Saleet, who captured his
first 1.000 yards-a-season
rushing.
In
the
wild
fourth
quarter.
BG relied on
Saleet's running and a fine
pass catch by Steve Kuehl.
The
junior
wingback's
34-yard reception from the
BG 43 to the UTA 23 set up
a
potential
Falcon
touchdown.
However, UTA got tough
when BG penetrated inside
the five and Nehlen decided
to settle for the go-ahead
field goal (20 yards) to gain
back
the
much-needed
momentum.
TAYLOR'S
20-yarder
not only put BG up, but
moved the senior kicker
into the all-time BG scoring
lead
with
199 points.
Tailback Dave Preston, in
scoring
BG's
only
touchdown of the day,
finished the year with 198
career points. He has one
more year of eligibility.
The 9-7 lead, however
was shortlived. A UTA
touchdown with 6:16 to go
put the Mav's up 14-9. But
BG railled again to take the
lead, 15-14 and added a
two-point conversion on a
pass from quarterback Mark
Miller to Tom Saleet.
Dan Saleet, rushing 25
times
for
121
yards,
finished with 1.114 yards

for the season. His total.'
marked
the
fifth
consecutive season that BG
has had a runner over 1,000
yards, tying an NCAA
record held by New Mexico.
State (1965-69).
Preston, who finished
with 14 season touchdowns,
rushed 33 times for I06v
yards.
The
all-league
standout.
injured
throughout
the
season,
totaled 885 yards rushing
this year.
ONE BRIGHT spot
for BG was the defensive
secondary. Last year. BG
finished
last
in
the .
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC) in pass defense.
This year's crew, all
returnees from last season,
improved considerably and
shotted it by holding UTA
to zero yards in nine passes.
Cornerback Mitch Sherrell
picked off BG's 17th enemy
aerial of the season to stop
one Maverick drive.
The secondary, fourth in
the MAC two weeks ago.
rallied to second 'ast week
when it held Southern
Illinois to 34 yards. With
the zero yards in holding
UTA, the secondary moved
to first, overtaking Ohio
University.
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Women tankers
grab first win
Bowling Green's women swimmers won their first dual
meet of the season Saturday afternoon as they pulled out a
69 2/3-61 1/3 victory over Wright State University (WSU).
"Wright State has four swimmers on scholarships," BG
Jean Campbell said. 'Without those swimmers we would
have won by a much greater margin."
BG'S TANKERS collected seven first places in the meet
as Betsy Fisher and MiSue Finke each won two events.
Finke, whose diving has improved tremendously, took
firsts in both one-meter required diving and one-meter
optional diving.
Fisher swam the 400 freestyle in 4:21.1 and the 200
freestyle in 2 03 0 to take laurels in both events.
The Falcons' three other first places were garnered by
Susie Baggs in the 50 butterfly (29.0); Becky Siesky in the
50 freestyle (25.5); and Parkie Thompson in the 50
backstroke (30.0).
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30 MINUTE DELIVERY

The Domino People are Pizza People,
period.
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